Reference Room New Testament and Greek Helps

This list is designed to help you find appropriate materials for your research related to the New Testament and biblical Greek in the library’s collections. This list is *not* comprehensive.

### Dictionaries / Lexicons
- **Analytical Greek Lexicon**
  - Ref: PA881 A536
- **Analytical Lexicon of the Greek New Testament**
  - Ref: PA881 F753
- **Brown’s Dictionary of Bible Characters**
  - Ref: BS2430 B771
- **Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels**
  - Ref: BS2555.2 D53
- **Dictionary of Paul and His Letters**
  - Ref: BS2650.2 D53
- **Dictionary of the Later New Testament and Its Development**
  - Ref: BS2625.5 D53
- **Dictionary of the New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2312 H378
- **Exegetical Dictionary of the New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2312 E944
- **Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words**
  - Ref: PA881 V564
- **Greek - English Lexicon** (Liddell-Scott 9th ed.)
  - Ref: PA445.E5 L53
- **Greek - English Lexicon of the Greek N.T. Based on Semantic Domains**
  - Ref: PA881 G68
- **IVP Dictionary of the New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2312 I584
- **New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology**
  - Ref: BS2312 N48
- **Theological Dictionary of the New Testament**
  - Ref: PA881 T4713
- **Theological Lexicon of the Greek New Testament**
  - Ref: PA875 S613

### Concordances / Word Studies
- **Analytical Concordance of the Greek New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2302 C537
- **Book Study Concordance of the Greek New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2302 K678
- **Concordance to the New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2302 M685
- **Etymological Dictionary of Greek**
  - Ref: PA422 B445
- **Exhaustive Concordance of the Greek New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2302 K645
- **Greek - English Concordance of the New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2302 K646
- **Morphology of Biblical Greek**
  - Ref: PA836 M686
- **Student’s Complete Vocabulary Guide to the Greek New Testament**
  - Ref: PA863 T746
- **Synoptic Concordance**
  - Ref: BS2555.5 H644
- **Word Pictures in the New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2341 R63
- **Word Studies in the Greek New Testament (Wuest)**
  - Ref: BS2385 W84
  - Ref: BS2385 V56

### Bibliographies / Other Helps
- **Ante-Nicene Fathers**
  - Ref: BR60 A584
- **Biblia Patristica**
  - Ref: BR66.5 B53
  - Ref: 7772.L1 B53
- **Complete Concordance to Flavius Josephus**
  - Ref: PA4224 R465
- **Critical Tools for the Study of the New Testament**
  - Ref: Z7772.L1 M549
- **Dictionary of Bible Prophecy and End Times**
  - Ref: BS647.3 H397
- **Exegetical Bibliography of the New Testament**
  - Ref: Z7772.M1 W33
- **Handbook for the Study of the Historical Jesus**
  - Ref: BT303.2 H363
- **Harmony of the Gospels**
  - Ref: BS2560 C69
- **IVP Bible Background Commentary: New Testament**
  - Ref: BS2341.2 K446
- **New Testament Commentary Survey**
  - Ref: Z7772.L1 C377
- **New Testament Introduction**
  - Ref: Z7772.L1 P67
- **Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (first series)**
  - Ref: BR60 S454
- **Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (second series)**
  - Ref: BR60 S455
- **The Text of the N.T.: Its Transmission, Corruption & Restoration**
  - BS2325 M491 (not in ref.)